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Abstract
The need for cyber resilience is increasingly important in our technology-dependent society where computing
devices and data have been, and will continue to be, the target of cyber-attackers, particularly advanced
persistent threat (APT) and nation-state/sponsored actors. APT and nation-state/sponsored actors tend to be
more sophisticated, having access to significantly more resources and time to facilitate their attacks, which in
most cases are not financially driven (unlike typical cyber-criminals). For example, such threat actors often
utilize a broad range of attack vectors, cyber and/or physical, and constantly evolve their attack tactics. Thus,
having up-to-date and detailed information of APT’s tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) facilitates the
design of effective defense strategies as the focus of this paper. Specifically, we posit the importance of
taxonomies in categorizing cyber-attacks. Note, however, that existing information about APT attack
campaigns is fragmented across practitioner, government (including intelligence/classified), and academic
publications, and existing taxonomies generally have a narrow scope (e.g., to a limited number of APT
campaigns). Therefore, in this paper, we leverage the Cyber Kill Chain (CKC) model to “decompose” any
complex attack and identify the relevant characteristics of such attacks. We then comprehensively analyze more
than 40 APT campaigns disclosed before 2018 to build our taxonomy. Such taxonomy can facilitate incident
response and cyber threat hunting by aiding in understanding of the potential attacks to organizations as well
as which attacks may surface. In addition, the taxonomy can allow national security and intelligence agencies
and businesses to share their analysis of ongoing, sensitive APT campaigns without the need to disclose detailed
information about the campaigns. It can also notify future security policies and mitigation strategy formulation.
Keywords
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT), Cyber-Attacks, Cyber Kill Chain (CKC), Intelligence Sharing,
Knowledge Sharing

1. Introduction
Cyber-attacks are increasingly sophisticated, particularly as advanced technological countries start to
place heavier emphasis on acquiring and strengthening their cyber-offensive and defensive capabilities.
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This is partly due to the ever-increasing dependency of governmental and commercial organizations on
data centers and computer networks and the importance of gaining access to such information and
systems to secure strategic and political advantages. For example, it has been observed that there has been
an increase in the number of advanced persistent threats (APTs) targeting both governmental and
commercial organizations [1-3].
Generally, APT attackers research on their targets prior to carrying out a carefully planned attack, in
order to maximize the impact (e.g., identify data/assets of interest with the aim of obtaining the most
valuable information) while minimizing the risk of exposure. One such high-profile APT campaign is
APT1 [4]. The features of APT actors can be broadly categorized into the following: (1) pre-determined,
well-researched targets with a clear mission [1]; (2) using and/or customizing sophisticated tools and
techniques to exploit vulnerabilities, particularly zero-day vulnerabilities, in systems and computing
devices [5]; (3) creating an approach to monitoring and exfiltrating data from a specific target using both
cyber and physical means [5]; and (4) sophisticated, well-organized, well-resourced campaigns [5].
The objectives of APT attacks include compromising the target system to exfiltrate data and
information of interest covertly, compromising critical infrastructure systems to facilitate other nefarious
activities, and degrading military installations. APT targets are not restricted to government and military
organizations only [5]. For example, APT30 [6] is reportedly one of the longest operating groups whose
objective is to compromise and steal commercial intellectual property (IP) from cutting-edge technology
companies.
A number of scholars have developed taxonomies to classify cyber-attacks using different models [711]. For example, Chapman et al. [7] introduced a taxonomy based on the different types of attacks used
by cyber-attackers and described the access requirements for a successful attack. Note, however, that their
model does not consider the different stages of an attack, and it cannot guide cyber-defenders in dealing
with sophisticated campaigns. The taxonomy proposed by Hansman and Hunt [8] is multi-dimensional,
having categorizations for attack vectors, targets, vulnerabilities, and payloads. Nonetheless, the
taxonomy only describes specific campaigns run by different APT actors such as the Code Red Computer
worm, not the overarching activities of different actors.
The Cyber Kill Chain (CKC) model [12] has been used to break down a complex attack into consecutive
stages to help analysts study, focus on, and solve the attacks stage-by-stage. In addition, a mitigation
strategy can be developed for each of the stages, if needed. Lemay et al. [13], for example, reviewed existing
known APT groups and provided a general summary of their activities without examining the technical
details of the attacks. Chen et al [5]. summarized the techniques used at each step of an APT attack for
three APT groups: Operation Aurora and Operation Snowman attributed to APT17, and Operation
Ke3chang attributed to APT15. Virvilis and Gritzalis [14] also analyzed four complex malware families
used in the respective sophisticated APT campaigns (i.e., Stuxnet, Flame, Duqu, and Red October) by
studying their initial infection vector and the capabilities and features of the malware. Note, however,
that the authors did not study the APT group’s lifecycle. Ussath et al. [15] analyzed the techniques used
by 22 APT groups using only the three phases of the CKC model (i.e., Initial compromise, lateral
movement, and Command and Control). We argue that it is important to analyze comprehensively the
APT group’s tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) in every step of the CKC model, in order to
design more effective and efficient security systems and countermeasures against APT campaigns. Yadav
and Rao [16] categorized the methodologies, techniques, and tools involved in each stage of the CKC
model, but the level of details is minimal. For example, additional factors like evaluation of attacks by
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APT attackers were not considered. Table 1 summarizes the previously developed taxonomies for
analyzing APT actors.
Table 1. Existing APT and related taxonomies: a comparative summary
Taxonomy
categorization
Multidimensional

Study

Year

Advantages

Defects

[8]

2005

- Allows the detailed characterization
of broad spectrum of attacks
- Evaluates an attack from different
aspects
- Explains the intrusion approaches
undertaken by an attacker

- Narrow in scope, describes only
specific attacks
- Evaluation of real attacks by cyberattackers are not considered
- Not designed to capture
sophisticated attacks
- Applicable defense mechanism cannot
be proposed for sophisticated attacks
- Not based on real-world attacks
- Categorization based only on four
APT actors, other attacks cannot be
mapped to this taxonomy
- Attack phases or APT groups’
campaign lifecycle not considered
- Evaluation of real-world attacks is
limited, so the taxonomy is not
generalizable
- Results do not include detailed
information
- Level of details provided in the
categorization of technologies used in
each stage of an attack is limited
- Categorization is too general and
limited, the taxonomy is not based on
real-world APT attacks
- Focuses only on the three stages of
CKC model
- The defense mechanism is limited
- The analysis of APT attacks is based
on only one report for each campaign
- The technical details of the attacks are
not considered
- Defensive measures are not included

[7]

2011

Based on attack
type

[14]

2013

Initial infection
vector

- Identifies the common patterns and
techniques of APT actors
- Proposes countermeasures to
mitigate attacks

[5]

2014

CKC

- Analyzing the techniques commonly
seen in APT attacks

[16]

2015

CKC

- Categorized methodologies,
techniques, and tools involved in
each stage of the CKC model

[15]

2016

CKC

- Analysis on techniques of 22 APT
campaigns
- Proposes a prevention and detection
approach

[13]

2018

APT actors

- A quick reference on the status of
knowledge of APT actors
- Focuses on the APT activities

Another challenge faced by cyber-security professionals is the fragmentation of information across
sectors (e.g., industry, government, and academe); in some cases, the information may be classified and
unavailable to industrial practitioners and researchers. This complicates efforts in compiling information
about a specific APT actor’s TTPs and in some cases makes for a nearly impossible task. This has
motivated us to carry out a comprehensive study on the different APT groups and provide a detailed
taxonomy of their TTPs. A key requirement underpinning a comprehensive taxonomy is completeness
[17], which means that it should include detailed characterization of a broad spectrum of attacks. In
addition, our taxonomy can serve as a means of sharing information/knowledge about the attacks without
disclosing sensitive information about a specific ongoing APT campaign.
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive analysis of 40 APT attacks and, based on the analysis,
present a CKC-based taxonomy. The CKC model provides information regarding the intrusive steps that
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an attacker generally follows to perform a successful attack and consists of seven phases: (1)
reconnaissance, (2) weaponization, (3) delivery, (4) exploitation, (5) installation, (6) command and
control (C2), and (7) action on objectives (AoO). It is also important to note that APT attackers
continuously evolve their strategies and enhance their capabilities (e.g., learning from past experiences);
thus, any such taxonomy should be a “live document,” and it should evolve based on the analysis of new
APT campaigns and groups.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the CKC model; Section 3
describes our APT feature taxonomy based on the analysis of the 40 APT groups; finally, Section 4
presents our conclusion and outlines possible future work.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will explain the CKC model developed by Lockheed Martin [12], which underpins
our taxonomy. The model consists of seven phases to provide better understanding of an adversary’s
TTPs as shown in Fig. 1. The phases are as follows:

Fig. 1. Lockheed Martin’s CKC steps (adapted from [9], [12]).
- Reconnaissance: This phase includes identification, choosing, and profiling of potential targets.
- Weaponization: This phase includes designing malware, including a Remote Access Trojan (RAT)
integrated with an exploit code (exploit kit), into a deliverable payload, such as PDF or Microsoft
office files. Weaponization efforts are made to reduce the risk of detection and evaluation by
security analysts or solutions.
- Delivery: In this phase, the attacker attempts to transfer the payload (from the preceding phase) to
the target's environment and, in some cases, through another third party in order to exploit a
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trusted relationship between the third party and the target.
- Exploitation: In this phase, upon successful delivery of the weapon, exploitation will commence by
leveraging various techniques to trigger the malicious code.
- Installation: In this phase, the attackers will attempt to install access points, such as backdoors or
other payloads, to gain persistent access to the target's system or network.
- Command and Control (C2): In this phase, the adversary establishes communication with the
compromised host(s) and some C2 server.
- Actions on objectives (AoO): In this phase, the attacker takes action to achieve his/her goals, which
can be exfiltration or destruction.

3. Proposed Device Discovery Scheme
To protect a computing system, a network, or an organization against cyber-attacks, key challenges
include the capability to perform real-time analysis and detection of an ongoing attack as well as
performance of predictive analytics and identification of potential attacks to the target systems. To
contribute to this research gap, first, we comprehensively analyze different known APT groups and
campaigns in order to build the knowledge base on the cyber threat landscape and the potential attacks
to different organizations, including which attacks may surface and so on. We build our taxonomy based
on our analysis of APT campaigns obtained from sources such as published scientific research, industry
reports, white papers, and blog posts [13]. The proposed CKC-based taxonomy is presented in Fig. 2.
Tables 2 and 3 present the mapping between the collected APT features and our proposed taxonomy.

Fig. 2. CKC-based taxonomy of APT features.
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Table 2. Mapping between the collected APT features and the proposed taxonomy: reconnaissance, weaponization, and delivery
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Table 3. Mapping between the collected APT features and the proposed taxonomy: exploritation, installation, command and control, and actions on objectives
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3.1 Reconnaissance
Gathering information about a given target is generally the first and main step in any successful cyberattack. Attackers attempt to gather as much information about the target organization (e.g., resources,
system properties, employees and their intra-organizational relationships) using the resources available
to them. Such information not only speeds up the cyber-attack process by eliminating potential dead ends
but also reduces the chances of detection by reducing the number of intrusion attempts (e.g., due to the
use of the right tools as well as targeting the right vulnerability, loophole and so on). One of the key
objectives of reconnaissance is to identify valuable targets and find a suitable way to penetrate the target
system(s), where the most valuable information is stored. Adversaries use various information-gathering
techniques to avoid detection and circumvent security measures. Based on our analysis, social
engineering and passive web-based recon tools are two commonly used approaches.

3.1.1 Social engineering
Generally, the most vulnerable asset in an organization is man (e.g., employees, vendors, and/or
customers). People are a key target of social engineering attacks especially to gather information and to
gain access to the system. Sophisticated social engineering techniques accelerate the hacking process and
facilitate information gathering. Most of the APT attackers leverage this method to gather information,
although the origin of reconnaissance activities is generally hard to detect.

3.1.2 Passive web-based recon tools
Online tools are commonly used for passive information collection and to perform reconnaissance for
future attacks. These tools can be either specialized tools such as SpyFu and KeywordSpy, or generic tools
such as search engines (e.g., Baidu search engine was heavily used by APT 27 to conduct recon activities
[18]).

3.2 Weaponization
Weaponization includes all activities to subvert network- or system-level defense and detection
mechanisms. These techniques can be divided into host-based and network-based evasion techniques.

3.2.1 Host-based evasion
It has been observed that APT campaigns use various techniques to trick users or evade conventional
host-based security solutions such as anti-virus/anti-malware and application sandboxing installed on
the user devices [19]. We will briefly explain this below.
Abusing benign applications vulnerabilities. APT attackers attempt to find vulnerabilities such as
zero-day vulnerabilities or use known vulnerabilities in user applications such as Microsoft Office
documents, WinCC, Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF), and Internet Explorer (IE) to inject their
malicious code. Aurora Panda (a.k.a. APT17), which is well-known for its involvement in attacks against
Google, is believed to have a tool for weaponizing MS Word documents [20]. It can allegedly take an
arbitrary clean MS Word file with a selected exploit code and a Trojan and combine them together to
generate a weaponized malicious document. Recon activities play a significant role in the attackers’ choice
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of targeted applications. For example, APT3 reportedly used vulnerabilities in the TTCalc application (a
mathematical big number calculator) to Trojanize its targets [21].
Subterfuge techniques. Some attackers use subterfuge techniques, such as RTLO (right to left override)
as well as a combination of icon spoofing and name padding to avoid detection of their malicious
executable files. For example, APT1 actors in one of their attacks “zipped” the malicious file into a PDF
payload. Consequently, the extension of the malicious file was PDF, but the filename actually includes
119 spaces after “.pdf” followed by “.exe.” The latter is reportedly the actual file’s extension [22]. Another
method tries to compact the malicious files to make them more complicated for the antivirus /
antimalware scanner to identify the malicious portion of the file. For example, APT29 (a.k.a. Dukes)
reportedly compressed its Java Script malicious code to avoid host-based detection and compromise their
victims [23].
Using legitimate digital certification. Some attackers generate a fake digital signature or compromise
legitimate companies and abuse their digital signature to sign malicious files and deceive users and
antimalware products. For example, in the summer of 2012, the VOHO Campaign (a.k.a. APT17)
targeted a security firm (Bit9) using a Remote Access Trojan and stole their digital certifications. APT17
then used Bit9’s digital certificates to sign custom variants of the Hikit rootkit in an effort to bypass hostbased security monitoring systems [24].

3.2.2 Network-based evasion
The most frequently used network protection mechanisms are firewalls and intrusion detection
system/intrusion prevention systems (IDS/IPS). No security solution is perfectly secure, including
firewalls and IDS/IPS. For example, a known malicious executable file could be captured by most existing
network security solutions, or a malicious document attached to an email may not be detected by
network-based detection solutions [25,26]. Network-based defense mechanisms are rarely effective
against APT actors, with the wide utilization of packet encryption significantly limiting their performance
(Note, however, that there have been efforts by the security community to design tools to classify and
detect encrypted malicious traffic. For example, in a recent work [27], the authors designed a traffic
classification method to distinguish between compressed and encrypted traffic by evaluating the
randomness of the data streams on individual packets without the need for access to the entire stream).
Website equipping. APT actors may also compromise a legitimate website and insert customized Java
Script elements (e.g., crypto-miner) or put an Iframe on a webpage and redirect victims to their malicious
website. For instance, NetTraveler (a.k.a. APT1) utilized an Iframe injection wherein a simple HTML
code of a compromised website loads and runs a Java applet exploit [28].

3.3 Delivery
In this category, adversaries attempt to transfer the malicious weaponized payload to the target’s system
either directly or indirectly. In the direct mechanism, the adversary gains access to the target’s system and
sends the exploit via social engineering techniques, such as spear phishing and other viable approaches.
In the indirect mechanism, adversaries compromise a third party trusted by the target and deliver the
exploit using this mediator. A third party can be a system in the same network as the target or a
compromised legitimate website frequently visited by the victims (watering hole attack).
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3.3.1 Email/social network spear phishing
Trend Micro reported that more than 90% of targeted attacks were due to spear phishing emails [29].
In such spear-phishing attack, adversaries typically use information gathered during reconnaissance (e.g.,
information obtained from the organization’s website or some social media websites such as LinkedIn)
to increase the likelihood of an attack’s success. Attackers have been known to use techniques, such as the
following, to deliver a payload to the victim by email or social network:
Malicious attached file. Attackers attempt to convince victims to download a seemingly legitimate file
attachment, for example, by choosing an eye-catching or a convincing subject line and a customized
message that would appeal to the target [30]. Attachments can be in formats such as PDF, Flash files, or
Microsoft Office files, with or without macros, as well as executable files. We also observed that executable
files (.exe) are not commonly used as bait because they can be easily detected and filtered by security
solutions. For example, the Naikon APT relied on emails as an attack vector with an attachment that first
compromised victim systems using common spear-phishing techniques, such as exploiting CVE-20120158, while the malicious payload was altered with RTLO techniques as well as a combination of iconspoofing and name padding for executable files [31].
Spear phishing Link. Attackers may include links to compromised websites in their targeted emails,
which may impersonate a legitimate website, with the aim of redirecting victims and luring them to a
website containing the actual exploit code. Attackers typically leverage zero-day or known
vulnerability(ies) in widely used software [32]. Moreover, some attackers register a domain that looks
very similar to the target’s real domain and, in some cases, purchase a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
certificate for the fake domain as part of preparation for the targeted attack. Links to these fake websites
would be included in the spear-phishing emails and sent to targets. Fancy Bear (APT29), one of the most
well-known groups associated with Russia actors, regularly used this technique [33].
In addition to using emails as a delivery method, some campaigns employed social networks like
Facebook to redirect their targets to a malicious website. In 2013, CopyKittens reportedly abused several
Facebook accounts to distribute links to a luring website impersonating Haaretz news, an Israeli
newspaper [34]. This was likely used for exploiting browsers with known vulnerabilities. In some pages
of the “luring” website, the malicious code gathered a list of installed browser plugins; in other cases, it
collected the IP address of the victims.

3.3.2 Watering hole
The name of the attack is derived from predators in the natural world waiting near watering holes to
attack a desired prey when the opportunity arises. Similar to this concept, cyber attackers compromise
websites that would probably be visited by their given target. Although the scale of spear phishing attacks
is significantly larger than watering hole attacks, the chances of a successful infection by visiting a
compromised website are much larger. This is because re-visiting a trusted website is more likely than
opening an attachment to an email [20].
Compromised legitimate website. In this technique, attackers first find vulnerabilities in the website
of interest (known as pivot or redirector sites) and exploit the identified vulnerability(ies) to insert a
hyperlink, or an Iframe, which points to another webpage that hosts the exploit code or the malware that
delivers a Trojanized payload to the target environment. In some campaigns, attackers accessed the
legitimate website’s FTP and replaced legitimate files with one bound with some malware [35].
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Nevertheless, compromising a website is not necessarily trivial and is usually carried out by sophisticated
campaigns with significant supporting resources (e.g., in terms of technical expertise). The VOHO
campaign reportedly carried out one of the largest and most successful watering hole attacks, at least at
the time of the data collection in this research [36]. During the VOHO campaign, hundreds of
organizations in the United States downloaded a malicious payload delivered from compromised
legitimate websites [36]. Another sophisticated cyber espionage group known as Turla [37] (also known
as Carbon, Uroburos, and Snake) was allegedly responsible for one of the worst breaches of US military
systems, which relied on injected code on compromised websites to carry out the watering hole attacks
[38]. In 2016, Turla was reported to have targeted and compromised successfully over 4,500 computers
in more than 100 countries using a sophisticated watering hole distribution network known as Venom.
To achieve this goal, they infected 84 legitimate websites using a drag network (Venom) that redirected
all visitors to another malicious server; thus allowing information including configuration data, system
and network information, operating system, browser version, and IP address to be harvested. Such
information is then analyzed in real time to determine if a visitor is their target of interest; if it is
determined to be one, then the visitor will receive a carefully crafted malicious payload.
Rogue DNS. This technique uses free DNS services to return a fake IP address for DNS lookup requests
for popular domain names such as github.com and pinterest.com.

3.3.3 Replicate through removable media
Many critical organizations air-gap their networks (physically separating high-value information
infrastructure from the rest of the network) in an attempt to protect them from cyber-attacks [39]. While
air-gapped computers have long been considered one of the best practices in cyber security, particularly
in a classified and sensitive environment, it is not foolproof. For example, some APT groups have
compromised such isolated networks by delivering their payload and exfiltrated data through removable
media [40]. At least two campaigns (APT28 and Stuxnet) reportedly used removable media for
penetration into the target network and exfiltration of data [41,42]. It has also been demonstrated by
researchers that data can be exfiltrated from air-gapped systems and devices, including mobile devices,
using inaudible sound waves via the system’s speakers and earphones [43,44].

3.3.4 Rogue software
Surprisingly, this is a less common method of delivering a malware to the target systems in our analysis.
For example, according to Palo Alto’s blog post [45], the Fancy Bear group (a.k.a. APT28, Pawn Storm,
Fancy Bear, and Sednit) reportedly targeted individuals in the aerospace industry running the OS X
operating system by delivering Komplex Trojan as a payload using a rogue Mackeeper antivirus
application. In several campaigns by Strider [46,47] (project Sauron), rogue software update scripts
replaced legit centralized software updates to compromise the target network.

3.4 Exploitation
Exploitation is a fundamental phase for initial penetration into the target system or network. By
successfully carrying out this step, the APT actors establish a footprint in the target's network, for example
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by exploiting the system’s vulnerability(ies) [48]. Our analysis of the APT groups revealed that the
following exploitation techniques were commonly used.

3.4.1 Software vulnerability exploitation
A software vulnerability is a security defect in software or in an operating system (OS) that may
constitute a security threat upon execution. All software and operating systems are vulnerable, and no
particular software vendor is an exception in this regard.
Zero-day exploitation. The goal of zero-day exploitation is to exploit a software flaw that is unknown
and which has no patches or fix [49,50]. Zero-day exploits are not detectable with traditional security
protection mechanism [51]. Note, however, that only advanced attackers are capable of finding zero-day
vulnerabilities and writing zero-day exploits. The Axiom group launched a series of attacks in the
Elderwood Project in 2009 against high-profile targets in North America and used a large number of
zero-day vulnerabilities to deliver a malware (Hydraq) [36]. The number of zero-day exploits used by an
APT attacker reveals its high level of technical proficiency. APT actors are very careful in using zero-day
exploits, since any usage risk detection could lead to losing a valuable weapon against other targets. True
zero-day exploits are scarce, but they would be very interesting if observed in natural conditions.
Known vulnerabilities’ exploitation. Some cyber-attacks use exploit kits to penetrate using known
vulnerabilities that are left unpatched on the target network. Exploit kits are software tools that include a
collection of exploits for targeting known vulnerabilities. The intent of the attacker is to find a weakness
in the victim system (unpatched or non-updated software) by trying different exploits. Apart from some
sophisticated APT groups such as APT12 [52] that built their own exploit kits, others are usually buying
exploit kits from darknet markets [53]. For example, CVE-2012-0158, a known buffer-overflow
vulnerability in the ListView/Tree-View ActiveX controls in MSCOMCTL and patched almost a decade
ago by Microsoft, is still the number 1 exploited vulnerability by exploit kits available in the black market
[54].

3.4.2 SQL injection
An SQL injection attack allows attackers to execute their code or script of choice on the back-end
database server. For instance, if an SQL server can be attacked by an injection, an attacker may go to a
website search box and type the SQL script that would lead to dumping all the stored usernames and
passwords. For example, in July 2012, Bit9 Inc. (presently Carbon Black Inc.) a cyber-security company
that develops trust-based security software as an alternative to traditional signature-based antivirus
solution, became exposed to successful SQL injection attack by a well-known APT group named Hidden
Lynx (a.k.a. APT17). Since it was nearly impossible for attackers to install a malicious application like
Remote Access Trojans (RATs) onto systems protected by Bit9 software, they dumped Bit9 digital
certificates through an SQL inject attack, signed 32 malicious files with those certificates, and ran them
against organizations using Bit9 solutions [36].

3.4.3 Malicious document with macros
Microsoft Office macros are a prime example of scripts that can be executed upon opening a Microsoft
Office file. The auto-execution feature of macros and the fact that they can be embedded into benign
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documents made them a great choice for malicious activities. In some of its spear phishing attacks, a
Middle East threat actor, Coppy Kittens, sent a lure document that included instructions motivating the
victim to enable macros, which led to the exploitation of the target [55].
The malicious macros usually perform some anti-forensics tests to make sure they are targeting real
victims, and that they are not under analysis by a forensics examiner. For example, they may run the
Application.RecentFiles.Count call, which checks which recent files have been opened. Once the macro
verifies the computer, it drops another script, which could be a PowerShell script. Such behavior on its
own is not malicious, as it has been seen that legitimate macros drop and execute benign scripts.
Furthermore, the macro code does not need to contain the malicious script. It has been seen that
malicious scripts have been stored in table cells or metadata [56]. The macro code then reads out this data
and runs it on the target, for example from the author property field as can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Example of macro reading the author property field
Example
Author command

powershell.exe -nop -w hidden; -c IEX ((new-object net.webclient)

Download string

http://192.168.0.42:80/a

3.4.4 Drive-by download attacks
Although sending an executable malware file to a given user by email is the easiest way of exploiting a
system, there was usually very little reason anyone would send an executable file via email. Email services
have become smarter in picking up executable files when an adversary sends them using old methods like
changing the file extension, for instance to .jpg, by simply using a zip folder to send the executable file, or
adding a non-existent file extension to the file.
Nevertheless, sophisticated APT attackers use novel techniques to bypass Email or antivirus protection
by asking users to download and run the malicious files themselves. The Ke3chang group leveraged the
Unicode RTLO technique to send Windows screensaver files (.scr) and executable files (.exe) encoded to
disguise the original filename extension [57]. In Operation Deputy Dog Attack on Japanese Targets,
APT17 attackers uploaded an executable file to a remote server and sent the link to their target. Although
the malicious file extension was .jpg, it was not an image file but an executable file packed by XORing its
codes with 0x95 [58].

3.4.5 Credential reuse
Legitimate credentials are a ticket through the front door of every account and organization. The
process of exploiting the reused passwords begins when the credentials are stolen. There are some
techniques leveraged by attackers to steal credentials, including social engineering, credential phishing,
and spamming, reuse of stolen passwords or shared credentials, or even Brute force attacks [59].
In some cases, attackers used online chat with fake profiles to go after their targets, attempting an
additional layer of legitimacy. In 2015, Dell SecureWorks reported a suspected state-sponsored activity
that created fake LinkedIn profiles used by attackers known as Cobalt Gypsy, OilRig, TG-2889, and
Twisted Kitten [60].
The most common way attackers steal credentials is via phishing, wherein an email message attempts
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to lure its recipient by logging into an account. Successful credential phishing by Fancy Bear (APT28) is
widely believed to be behind the well-publicized attacks against the United States Democratic National
Committee (DNC) in the summer of 2016 [61,62].
Attackers do not just steal credentials to use for themselves only but for selling to other groups as well.
Credentials are priced according to their potential profitability in underground forums and are often sold
in darknet markets [63].
In some cases, the lack of strong passwords is the fault of the organization when it does not enforce the
use of strong passwords and instead allows users to use weak passwords. Complex passwords protect
primarily against scenarios wherein an attacker takes a stolen hash and subjects it to offline, brute-force
attacks.

3.5 Installation
Upon successful exploitation, most common cybercriminals and some targeted attackers make effort
to gain control of victims and laterally move across the compromised networks. During installation, most
APT groups try to hide the malware and achieve a persistence load point on the compromised machines
to continue operation even after system reboots [56,64]. The attackers usually drop a downloader or a
dropper in the memory to download additional malware such as backdoors and rootkits. Upon
downloading the main payload, like a backdoor, the dropper or downloader deletes itself and removes
any traces of its existence. The backdoor leverages persistence techniques to create a continuous load
point. In this section, we discuss the most common installation techniques used by APT actors.

3.5.1 Windows platform techniques
Windows has several AutoStart Extension Points (ASEP) that can be used to achieve persistence such
as modifying Registry keys or DLL Search Order Hijacking [65,66]. All analyzed APT actors have used at
least one of the following Windows-based techniques to achieve persistence:
Modifying registry keys. Achieving persistence on the Microsoft Windows platform is mostly done by
modifying the Registry keys. Registering an application in some Registry locations would provide
persistence against system reboot or even reinstallation of the operating system [67]. The most common
Windows Registry addresses used to achieve persistence by APT actors are shown in Table 5.
Most APT campaigns achieve persistence by adding their malicious applications to the “run keys” in
the registry or the startup folder. This registry modification leads to the launch of the malicious
application in every logon or reboot, respectively. For example, APT 29 registered Backdoor.Miniduke in
the Run key of its targets to make sure the backdoor is enabled every time the system is rebooted [68]. By
escalating privilege, attackers may achieve Admin-level access, which allows modification of registry areas
that affect all users or achieve longer-term persistence.
Although most of the APT actors achieve persistence by registering their malicious files in key Registry
keys that allow execution at system startup/reboot, this provides a single point of failure for their
campaigns as these keys are frequently investigated by forensics examiners! Therefore, more advanced
groups such as APT28 achieved persistence in an attack against US government agencies by registering
their Trojans as a DLL (btecache.dll) that is loaded every time a Microsoft Office document is opened
[45]. Thus, APT28 could conceal the execution of its malicious payload during user interaction wherein
detection is much more complicated.
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Table 5. Common Registry keys used by malware to achieve persistence
Keys

Location\Values

Detail

Run/RunOnce
Keys

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
User level
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce
System level
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer\Run
BootExecute
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\hivelist
Key
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet002\Control\Session Manager
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon
Keys used by
Userinit Key
WinLogon
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon\Notify
Notify
Process
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon\Shell
Explorer.exe
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\IniFileMapping\sy
tem.ini\boot
Startup Keys
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\User Shell Folders
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell Folders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\ShellFolders
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\UserShellFol
ders
Services
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services
Run at boot services
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunServicesOnce
Start at background
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunServices
services
Browser Helper HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Browser
Objects
Helper Objects
(BHO)
AppInit_DLLs HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
DLLs loaded by
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows\AppInit_DLLs
User32.dll
APPCert_DLLs HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\AppCertDlls
DLLs loaded by calling
the Win32 API
function
IFEO

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows NT\currentversion\image file execution options

File Association HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Classes
keys
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
There are various keys that are used to specify the action when a certain type of files is open. For
example, below is the Command value when a .txt file is opened in my system
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\textfile\shell\open\command

-

Adversaries also achieve persistence through service-related Registry keys [69]. For example,
adversaries may map their malicious services to a location registered for a benign service by changing the
binPath/ImagePath key to launch their application each time the benign service is launched. Upon
starting the affected service, the malicious program will be executed instead, consequently allowing the
adversary to remain persistent. Night Dragon [70], a Chinese campaign and one of the first attackers
focused specifically on the energy sector, installs a copy of itself in a randomly selected service and
subsequently overwrites the ServiceDLL entry in the service's Registry entry. The service was configured
to be a Win32 shared process like svchost that is autostarted by the system service control manager during
system boot.
Appinit_DLL, AppCertDlls, and IFEO (image file execution options) are all registry keys that have been
used for DLL injection, achieving persistence [71]. Attackers can insert the location of their malware’s
DLL under these registry keys to have another process loading their libraries. As an example, in the case
of Appinit_DLL, its DLLs are loaded by calling the LoadLibrary() function during the
DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH process of User32.dll [72]. If malware infects User32.dll by modifying its
registry key, each process that requests loading User32.dll (which is very common for user applications)
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will load the malicious library.
DLL Search Order Hijacking. When the application software sends a request to load a DLL file without
declaring its location, Windows OS checks whether a DLL with the same module name is already loaded
in the memory or if it exists in the application folder. If the DLL is not in the memory, the OS checks the
list of known DLLs in the “\.KnownDlls” object [73]. This object is populated at boot-time using data
from the registry at the following location:
HKEY LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SessionManagernKnow\DLLs
If the DLL is not in the KnownDLL address, OS tries to load the DLL from a fixed location (System32
folder). If Windows OS cannot find the DLL in KnownDLLs or System32, then the standard DLL search
would be started [74].
In the DLL Search Order Hijacking (also known as DLL preloading or binary planting attacks),
attackers insert their manipulated DLL with the same name as a legit DLL in a directory searched by
Windows before the legit one. The location of tis directory is usually the current working directory of the
program. Adversaries may use this behavior to make the program load a malicious DLL [69]. For
instance, APT1 [75] dropped a malicious version of the svchost.exe file that uses DLL search order
hijacking to achieve persistence. To this end, the malicious file saved itself as ntshrui.dll to the Windows
directory; thus, it would be loaded before the legitimate ntshrui.dll in the System32 folder [76].
DLL side loading. DLL side loading takes advantage of the Windows side-by-side (SxS or WinSxS)
assembly feature to load malicious DLL from a common directory like SxS [77]. The DLL side loading
technique has been used by Emissary Panda (APT27) to leverage a legitimate Kaspersky antivirus,
executing a shell code as a stub loader to load PlugX and HttpBrowser backdoor on the compromised
machine [78].
Modifying the Startup folder. Some adversaries achieve persistence by creating a shortcut to their
malicious file in the Windows Startup directory. Apt29 achieved persistence by dropping its main DLL
component on the target system and subsequently created a .lnk shortcut to the dropped file address in
the Startup folder [79].
Scheduled Task. It is likely that an adversary uses the Windows task scheduling system to run
programs at system Startup or on a Scheduled basis to achieve persistence [66]. For example, APT3 actors
achieved SYSTEM-level privilege by exploiting a local kernel vulnerability (CVE-2014-4113), and then
achieved persistence by creating a scheduled task using the following shell code:
schtasks\create\t\"mysc" \tr C:\Users\Publicntest.exe\sc ONLOGON \ru "System"
Component Object Model (COM) Hijacking. Microsoft (COM) acts as an interface between software
components and OS. Adversaries may run their malicious code instead of a legitimate software by
hijacking the COM references. Since this technique does not require any DLL injection, which is usually
monitored by antivirus software, it overcomes an important security measure. Hijacking a COM object
is made by changing the Windows registry and replacing the reference to a legitimate system component,
which probably causes that component not to work when executed [80]. An adversary may hijack
frequently used objects to maintain regular persistence. APT28 used COM hijacking to gain persistence
by substituting the legitimate MMDeviceEnumerator object, a legitimate Windows COM object, with a
malicious payload (backdoor) [81].
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3.5.2 Multi-platform installation techniques
APT actors have used different techniques to achieve persistence on non-Windows platforms as
discussed in this section.
Bootkits. Launching malicious code from the master boot record (MBR) or the volume boot record
(VBR) gives the malware the ability to start before loading the OS. It can carry out significant
modifications to the OS code and drivers of system, such as installing software hooks, prior to the
initialization of any security measure on the system [74]. Adversaries leverage Bootkits to achieve
persistence on infected systems at a layer below the OS [59].
Create Account with valid credential. The most reliable method to achieve persistence is probably
using a valid Key or the VPN credentials and gaining local or remote access to the target environment.
This allows attackers to disguise themselves as a legitimate user to penetrate the corporate network and
its internal resources [69]. APT1 has used stolen usernames and passwords to log into the victim’s
networks VPNs and achieved persistence [82].
Local Job scheduling. Multiple methods have been introduced on Linux and Apple systems for the
creation of pre-scheduled and periodic background jobs, namely cron, at, and launchd. Contrary to
Scheduled Task on Windows OS, job scheduling on Linux-based systems cannot be done remotely
without a remotely authenticated session such as a secure shell (SSH).

3.6. Command and Control
Command and Control (C&C or C2) are usually used by APT actors to provide remote access to the
target environment to execute malicious instructions or exfiltrate data [83]. In fact, most of the backdoor
malware in the installation phase are used to connect the victim’s system to the attackers’ C2
infrastructure [79]. Backdoors may beacon to their servers via IP address or domain name. Attackers have
used different strategies for remotely controlling compromised devices and bypassing network IDS, IPS,
and Firewall. Our analysis of APT groups revealed two major C2 mechanisms as explained in this section.

3.6.1 C2s using network protocols
Most C2s utilize normal HTTP or other common network protocols such as FTP, SMTP/ POP3,
SSH/TLS, ICMP, or DNS for remote connection and data transfer [46,84]. Some APT actors use a hardcoded IP to link up their backdoor to an external SMTP server to exfiltrate data. In cases wherein direct
connections to an external mail server are not allowed, backdoors used SMTP and POP3 protocols on the
victim mail server to send files via email to another address on the same mail server. Using email as the
C2 channel is very common, and many APT actors such as Kimsuky or BlueTermite APT and
ProjectSauron APT use this technique [46]. To bypass the usual network protection, attackers may
transfer data over DNS packets, which tend to be less monitored. To avoid detection of DNS tunnels at
the network level, and due to the limited size of DNS data transfer, APT actors tend to use DNS in lowbandwidth mode, which requires sending more but smaller DNS packets [85]. ProjectSauron has
leveraged the most commonly used protocols such as ICMP, UDP, TCP, DNS, SMTP, and HTTP to
exfiltrate target system data. ProjectSauron attackers used ICMP tunneling as a carrier for their payloads
and to access or control compromised systems [46].
One of the significant problems of APT groups is avoiding detection of their activities and concealing
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their physical location. In fact, APT’s C&C servers or their related domains are quickly taken down or
blocked by law enforcement as soon as they become disclosed. Thus, APT groups are using several
techniques to hide and obscure their C2 traffic. For example, the Epic Turla [86] APT group utilized fullduplex satellite links to conceal their traffic. They sent their packets with IP addresses that do not belong
to themselves and received responses by intercepting communications with spoofed IP address on a nontraceable interface, which was a satellite-based Internet receiver located anywhere in the covered area of
the satellite. This technique provided a much higher degree of anonymity compared with other methods
such as compromising legitimate servers while making taking the operation down very difficult.

3.6.2 C2s using removable media
Air-gapping a network is a security measure for protecting very critical data by keeping a network that
is used for collecting, storing, and transferring critical data isolated from other less secure networks such
as the Internet [87]. To circumvent air-gapped networks, attackers use removable media, such as USB or
hard drive, as the means for transferring malicious files or exfiltrating data. To decrease the size of the
partition on the removable media, they are specially formatted; thus, an amount of concealed data (several
hundred megabytes) is reserved at the end of the disk for malicious purposes. Using this reserved space,
a new custom-encrypted partition that cannot be detected by common OS tools is created. The partition
has its own semi-file system (or virtual file system) with two core directories: In and Out. This method
also bypasses many data loss prevention (DLP) products, since DLP software that disables the plugging
unknown USB devices using the DeviceID would not detect the USB as a genuine drive. For example,
ProjectSauron attackers exfiltrated data from air-gapped networks using specially prepared USB storage
drives. In these USB drives, data were stored in an area that could not be detected by the OS [88].

3.7 Action on Objectives
After gaining a foothold on one computer, most of the APT groups attempt to move laterally in the
network by infecting more devices and gain access to high-value targets. They may use publicly available
tools such as WinExe (a remote command-line execution tool) and Mimikatz (a Windows credentialgathering tool) to move between computers via methods such as Pass the Hash (PtH) [89]. The ultimate
goal of an APT attacker is mainly to exfiltrate sensitive information or intellectual assets. Note, however,
that there are also campaigns wherein attackers followed out more ruinous objectives. For instance, the
Stuxnet campaign subverted centrifuges of a nuclear facility to frustrate Iran’s nuclear program [15].

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive CKC-based taxonomy based on our large-scale analysis
of attacks of 40 APT campaigns. The taxonomy captures the TTPs most widely utilized by attackers, with
the aims of providing up-to-date cyber situational awareness for individuals or organizations to be
prepared against cyber-attacks, including those carried out by APT groups. Social networking techniques
appeared to be used widely as a first step to identify their targets during their research, and spear phishing
is a popular means of delivering malware or some malicious payload. Vulnerability(ies) was/were often
exploited to help the attackers in establishing a footprint in the target's network. Due to the popularity of
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Windows systems, Windows OS appeared to be most targeted by APT attackers compared to other
platforms. We also observed that registry keys were often modified to ensure persistence on a
compromised Windows platform. HTTP(s) protocol has mainly been utilized for command and control,
for example to exfiltrate data from a compromised or a targeted system. The use of zero-day exploits
observed in more than half of the attackers studied in this paper also suggested the sophistication and
availability of significant resources in terms of technical expertise, financial resources, time, and so on.
As discussed earlier, this taxonomy needs to be updated continuously in order to keep pace with the
constantly evolving cyber threat and political landscape. Thus, future research includes extending this
taxonomy to include in-depth analysis of different and emerging APT actors’ TTPs and extending our
taxonomy with network defense frameworks, such as 7D, to provide a more comprehensive network
defense analysis against APT actors. We also intend to utilize machine learning and deep learning
techniques to automate the extraction and identification of the relevant TTPs and other features to be
incorporated into the taxonomy.
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